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Abstract

We present a new abstraction to replace the t of n as-
sumption used in designing fault-tolerant algorithms. This
abstraction models dependent process failures yet it is as
simple to use as the t of n assumption. To illustrate this ab-
straction, we consider Consensus for synchronous systems
with both crash and arbitrary process failures. By consid-
ering failure correlations, we are able to reduce latency and
enable the solution of Consensus for system configurations
in which it is not possible when forced to use algorithms
designed under the t of n assumption. We show that, in
general, the number of rounds required in the worst case
when assuming crash failures is different from the number
of rounds required when assuming arbitrary failures. This
is in contrast with the traditional result under the t of n
assumption.

Keywords: Distributed algorithms, Fault tolerance,
Correlated failures, Consensus, Syn-
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1 Introduction

Most fault-tolerant algorithms are designed assuming
that out of n components, no more than t can be faulty.
For example, solutions to the Consensus problem are usu-
ally developed assuming no more than t of the n processes
are faulty where “being faulty” is specialized by a failure
model. We call this the t of n assumption. It is a conve-
nient assumption to make. For example, bounds are eas-
ily expressed as a function of t: if processes can fail only
by crashing, then the Consensus problem is solvable when
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t < n if the system is synchronous and when t < 2n if the
system is asynchronous extended with a failure detector of
the class 3W [2, 11].

The use of the t of n assumption dates back to the earliest
work on fault-tolerant computing [22]. It was first applied
to distributed coordination protocols in the SIFT project
[23] which designed a fly-by-wire system. The reliability
of systems like this is a vital concern, and using the t of n
assumption allows one to represent the probabilities of fail-
ure in a simple manner. For example, if each process has
a probability p of being faulty, and processes fail indepen-
dently, then the probability P (t) of no more than t out of n
processes being faulty is:

P (t) =

tX
i=0

�
n
i

�
pi(1� p)n�i

If one has a target reliability R then one can choose the
smallest value of t that satisfies P (t) � R.

The t of n assumption is best suited for components that
have identical probabilities of failure and that fail indepen-
dently. For embedded systems built using rigorous software
development this is often a reasonable assumption, but for
most modern distributed systems it is not. Process failures
can be correlated because, for example, the same buggy
software was used [19]. Computers in the same room are
subject to correlated crash failures in the case of a power
outage.

That failures can have different probabilities and can be
dependent is not a novel observation. The continued pop-
ularity of the t of n assumption, however, implies that it
is an observation that is being overlooked by algorithm de-
signers. If one wishes to apply, for example, a Consensus
algorithm in some real distributed system, one can use one
of two approaches:

1. Use some off-line analysis technique, such as fault tree
analysis [18] to identify how processes fail in a corre-



lated manner. For those that do not fail independently
or fail with different probabilities, re-engineer the sys-
tem so that failures are independent and identically
distributed (IID).

2. Use the same off-line analysis technique to compute
what the maximum number of faulty processes can be,
given a target reliability. Use this value for t and com-
pute the value of n that, under the t of n assumption,
is required to implement Consensus. Replicate to that
degree.

Both of these approaches are used in practice [18]. This
paper advocates a third approach:

3. Use the same off-line analysis to identify how pro-
cesses fail in a correlated manner. Represent this us-
ing our abstraction for dependent failures, and repli-
cate in a way that satisfies our replication requirement
and that minimizes the number of replicas. Instantiate
the appropriate dependent failure algorithm.

We believe that our approach and algorithms are
amenable to on-line adaptive replication techniques as well.

In this paper we propose an abstraction that exposes de-
pendent failure information for one to take advantage of in
the design of an algorithm. Like the t of n assumption, it
is expressed in a way that hides its underlying probabilistic
nature in order to make it more generally applicable.

We then apply this abstraction to the Consensus prob-
lem under the synchronous system assumption and for both
crash and arbitrary failures. We derive a new lower bound
for the number of rounds to solve Consensus and show that
it takes, in general, fewer rounds for crash failures in the
worst case than for arbitrary failures. This is in contrast
to the t of n assumption, where the number of rounds re-
quired in the worst case is the same for both failure mod-
els [11, 13]. We show that these bounds are tight by giv-
ing algorithms that meet them. These algorithms are fairly
simple generalizations of well-known algorithms, which is
convenient. Proving them correct gave us new insight into
the structure of the original algorithms. We also show that
expressing process failure correlations with our model en-
ables the solution of Consensus in some systems in which
it is impossible when making the t of n assumption.

There has been some work in providing abstractions
more expressive than the t of n assumption. The hybrid
failure model (for example, [21]) generalizes the t of n as-
sumption by providing a separate t for different classes of
failures. Using a hybrid failure model allows one to design
more efficient algorithms by having sufficient replication
for masking each failure class. It is still based on failures
in each class being independent and identically distributed.
In this paper, however, we do not consider hybrid failure
models.

Byzantine quorum systems have been designed around
the abstraction of a fail-prone system [14]. This abstraction

allows one to define quorums that take correlated failures
into account, and it has been used to express a sufficiency
condition for replication. Our work can be seen as gener-
alizing this work that has been done for quorum systems
in that we give replication requirements for dependent fail-
ures for another set of problems, namely Consensus. Hirt
and Maurer generalize the t of n assumption in the context
of secure multi-party computation [7]. With collusion and
adversary structures, they characterize subsets of players
that may collaborate to either disrupt the execution of an
algorithm or obtain private data of other players. Because
our focus is not on malicious behavior, the abstractions we
propose are defined differently and fulfill a distinct set of
properties.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents our assumptions for the system model and
introduces our abstraction that models dependent process
failures. Section 3 defines the distributed Consensus prob-
lem. In Section 4, we state a theorem that generalizes the
lower bound on the number of rounds in our model. Sec-
tions 5 and 6 describe tight weakest replication require-
ments and Consensus algorithms for crash and arbitrary
failures, respectively. A discussion on the implementation
of our abstraction in real systems is provided in Section 7.
Finally, we draw conclusions and discuss future work in
Section 8.

Due to lack of space, most proofs and several details of
the system model are omitted. For a more detailed discus-
sion on this work, we refer the interested reader to [8, 9, 10].

2 System Model

A system is composed of a set � of processes, numbered
from 1 to n = j�j. The number assigned to a process is its
process id, and it is known by all the other processes. In the
rest of the paper, every time we refer to a process with id i,
we use the notation pi. Additionally, we define Pid as the
set of process id’s, i.e., Pid = fi : pi 2 �g. We use this set
to define a sequence w of process id’s. Such a sequence w
is an element of Pid�.

A process communicates with others by exchanging
messages. Messages are transmitted through point-to-point
reliable channels1, and each process is connected to every
other process through one of these channels. Processes, on
the other hand, are not assumed to be reliable. We con-
sider both crash and arbitrary process failures. In contrast
to most previous works in fault-tolerant distributed systems,
process failures are allowed to be correlated.

Each process p 2 � executes a deterministic automaton
as part of the distributed computation [1, 2]. A determinis-
tic automaton is composed of a set of states, an initial state,

1In this paper, a reliable channel is one that satisfies the following prop-
erties: 1) Every message sent from a correct process pi to a correct process
pj is eventually received by pj , and exactly once; 2) A correct process pj
receives a message m from a process pi only if pi has sent it to pj .



and a transition function. The collection of the automata
executed by the processes is defined as a distributed algo-
rithm. An execution of a distributed algorithm proceeds in
steps of the processes. In a step, a process may: 1) receive
a message; 2) undergo a state transition; 3) send a message
to a single process. Steps are atomic, and steps of differ-
ent processes are allowed to overlap in time. Additionally,
we assume that executions can be split into synchronous
rounds. In each round, a process: 1) Sends messages at
the beginning of the round; 2) Receives messages that other
processes send at the beginning of the round; 3) Changes
its state. The algorithms we describe in this paper hence
proceed in rounds.

2.1 Replacing the t of n Assumption: Cores and
Survivor Sets

In our model, process failures are allowed to be corre-
lated, which means that the failure of a process may indicate
an increase in the failure probability of another process.

Assuming that failed processes do not recover, to
achieve fault-tolerance in a system with a set of processes
�, it is necessary to guarantee in every execution that a non-
empty subset of � survives. A process is said to survive an
execution if and only if it is correct throughout that exe-
cution. Thus, we would like to distinguish subsets of pro-
cesses such that the probability of all processes in such a
subset failing is negligible. Moreover, we want these sub-
sets to be minimal in that removing any process of such a
subset c makes the probability that the remaining processes
in c fail not negligible. We call these minimal subsets cores.
Cores can be extracted from the information about process
failure correlations. In this paper, however, we assume that
the set of cores is provided as part of the system’s char-
acterization. We present in Section 7 a discussion on the
problem of finding cores.

By assumption, at least one process in each core will be
correct in an execution. Thus, a subset of processes that
has a non-empty intersection with every core contains pro-
cesses that are correct in some execution. If such a subset
is minimal, then it is called a survivor set. Notice that in
every run of the system there is at least one survivor set that
contains only correct processes.

Cores and survivor sets generalize subsets under the t of
n assumption of size t + 1 and n � t, respectively. Thus,
we conjecture that fault-tolerant algorithms that have sub-
sets of size t+1 and n� t embedded in its characterization
are translatable to our model by simply exchanging these
subsets with cores and/or survivor sets. Intuitively, perfor-
mance may be impacted by such a change, but correctness
is preserved. It is also important to observe that both cores
and survivor sets describe the worst-case failure scenarios
of a system. They are therefore equivalent to fail-prone
systems as defined by Malkhi and Reiter in their work on
Byzantine quorum systems [14]. For a given system con-

figuration, one can obtain the fail-prone system by taking
the complement of every survivor set.

We now define cores and survivor sets more formally.
Let R be a rational number expressing a desired reliability,
and r(x), x � �, be a function that evaluates to the relia-
bility of the subset x. We define cores and survivor sets as
follows:

Definition 2.1 Given a set of processes � and rational tar-
get degree of reliability R 2 [0; 1], the set of processes c is
a core of � if and only if:

1. c � �;
2. r(c) � R;
3. 8p 2 c: r(c� fpg) < R.

Given a set of processes � and a set of cores C�, s is a
survivor set if and only if:

1. s � �;
2. 8c 2 C�: s \ c 6= ;;
3. 8pi 2 s, 9c 2 C�: ((pi 2 c) ^ ((s� fpig) \ c = ;).

We define C� and S� to be the set of cores and survivor
sets of �, respectively. 22:1

The function r(�) and the target degree of reliability R
are used at this point only to formalize the idea of a core. In
reality, reliability does not need to be expressed as a prob-
ability. If this information is known by other means, then
cores can be directly determined. For example, consider
a six-computer system, each computer representing a pro-
cess. Two of them are robust computers (ph

1
and ph

2
), lo-

cated in different sites and managed by different people.
The other four computers (pl

1
; pl

2
; pl

3
; pl

4
) are located in

the same room and are managed by the same person. If ma-
chines only fail by crashing due to power outages and soft-
ware bugs, then we can safely assume that ph

1
and ph

2
are

reliable processes and fail independently, whereas pl
1
; pl

2
;

pl
3
; and pl

4
are less reliable and their failures are highly

correlated. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the
failure of process pli implies the failure of plj , i 6= j. In
order to maximize reliability, a core is hence composed of
three processes: ph

1
; ph

2
, and pli, 1 � i � 4. Note that

adding another process plj , i 6= j, does not increase the re-
liability of a core, and the subset is not minimal in this case.
Under these assumptions, we construct the set of cores and
survivor sets for this system as follows:

Example 2.2 :

� � = fph
1
; ph

2
; pl

1
; pl

2
; pl

3
; pl

4
g

� C� = ffph
1
; ph

2
; pl

1
g; fph

1
; ph

2
; pl

2
g; fph

1
; ph

2
;

pl
3
g; fph

1
; ph

2
; pl

4
gg

� S� = ffph
1
g; fph

2
g; fpl

1
; pl

2
; pl

3
; pl

4
gg

22:2



In the following sections, we assume that, for a given
system, these subsets are provided as part of the system’s
characterization. A system is henceforth described by a
triple h�; C�; S�i, where � is a set of processes, C� is
a set of cores of �, and S� is a set of survivor sets of �. All
the other assumptions for the system model discussed previ-
ously are implicit. From this point on, we call h�; C�; S�i
a system configuration, or simply a system.

3 Consensus

The Consensus problem in a fault-tolerant message-
passing distributed system consists, informally, in reaching
agreement among a set of processes upon a value. Each
process starts with a proposed value and the goal is to have
all non-faulty processes decide on the same value. The set
of possible decision values is denominated V throughout
this paper. For many applications, a binary set V is suffi-
cient, but we assume a set V of arbitrary size, to keep the
definition as general as possible.

In the crash failure model, Consensus is often specified
in terms of the following three properties [5]:

Validity : If some non-faulty process p 2 � decides on
value v, then v was proposed by some process q 2 �;

Agreement : If two non-faulty processes p; q 2 � decide
on values vp and vq respectively, then vp = vq ;

Termination : Every correct process eventually decides.

Validity, as specified above, assumes that no process
will ever try to “cheat” on its proposed value. This is true
for crash failures, but unrealistic for arbitrary failures. Al-
though a faulty process might not be able to prevent agree-
ment by cheating on its proposed value, it may prevent
progress of the system as whole. Thus, for arbitrary fail-
ures, Strong Validity is often used instead of Validity [15].
Strong Validity is stated as follows:

Strong Validity If the proposed value of process p is v, for
all p 2 �, then the only possible decision value is v.

We refer to Consensus with the Strong Validity property as
Strong Consensus.

4 Lower Bound on the Number of Rounds

Consider a synchronous system in which the t of n as-
sumption holds for process failures. In such a system, t is
the maximum number of process failures among all possi-
ble executions and f is the number of failures of a particular
execution. It is well known that for every synchronous Con-
sensus algorithmA, there is some execution in which some
correct process does not decide earlier than f + 1 rounds,
where f � t � n� 2 [1, 3, 12]. Furthermore, there is some

execution in which some correct process does not stop ear-
lier than min(t+ 1; f + 2) rounds, for t � n� 2 [4].

These lower bounds were originally proved for crash
failures, but they have to hold for arbitrary failures as well
because the model of arbitrary failures is strictly weaker
than the model of crash failures. In our model of dependent
failures, however, the required number of rounds in general
differs between these two failure models.

Before generalizing the lower bound on the number of
rounds, we define the term subsystem. Let � be some pred-
icate expressing the process replication requirement for a
given failure model. For example, assuming t of n arbi-
trary process failures, the replication requirement is n > 3t.
Thus, we have in this example that � = “n > 3t”. Exam-
ples of such predicates in our model of dependent failures
are provided in Sections 5 and 6. A subsystem of a system
that satisfies � is then defined as follows:

Definition 4.1 Let � be a replication requirement and
sys = h�; C�; S�i be a system configuration satisfying �.
A system sys0 = h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i is a subsystem of sys if and

only if �0 � �, C 0

�
� C�, and sys0 satisfies �. 24:1

A subsystem sys0 represented by h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i is mini-

mal if and only if there is no other subsystem sys 00 repre-
sented by h�00; C 00

�
; S00

�
i of sys such that j�00j < j�0j or

jC 00

�
j < jC 0

�
j.

The following theorem generalizes the lower bound on
the number of rounds:

Theorem 4.2 Let sys = h�; C�; S�i be a synchronous
system, sys0 = h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i be a minimal subsystem of

sys, A be a Consensus algorithm, and � = j�0j�minfjsj :
s 2 S0

�
g. There are two cases to be considered:

i. If j�j�� > 1, then there is an execution ofA in which
f � � processes are faulty and some correct process
takes at least f + 1 rounds to decide;

ii. If j�j�� = 1, then there is an execution ofA in which
f � � processes are faulty and some correct process
takes at least min(�; f + 1) rounds to decide.

24:2

To illustrate the utilization of this theorem, consider a
system sys = h�; C�; S�i under the t of n assumption,
in which processes fail by crashing. If we assume that
j�j = n � t+2, then jC�j � 2 and every core has size t+1.
A minimal subsystem represented by sys 0 = h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i

has n0 = j�0j = t+1, jC 0

�
j = 1, and jS 0

�
j = t+1 (each sur-

vivor set s 2 S 0

�
contains a single process). From Theorem

4.2(i), for every Consensus algorithm A, there is an execu-
tion with f � � failures in which no process decides before
round f +1. The value of � is j�0j �minfjsj : s 2 S0

�
g =

t+1�1 = t. This result matches the one given by theorem
3.2 in [3]. If we instead assume that j�j = t + 1, then C�



contains a single core and sys is already minimal. By The-
orem 4.2(ii), we have that � = j�j� 1. For some execution
� of A with f � � failures, there is some correct process
that does not decide earlier than round min(j�j�1; f +1).

We use Theorem 4.2 in Sections 5 and 6 to derive lower
bounds on the number of rounds for the crash and arbitrary
failures respectively.

5 Consensus for Crash Failures

Consensus in a synchronous system with crash process
failures is solvable for any number of failures [3]. In the
case that all processes may fail in some execution before
agreement is reached, though, it is often necessary to re-
cover the latest state prior to total failure [20]. Since we as-
sume that failed processes do not recover, we don’t consider
total failure in this work. That is, we assume that the follow-
ing condition holds for a system configuration h�; C�; S�i:

Property 5.1 C� 6= ;. 25:1

Property 5.1 implies that there is at least one correct pro-
cess in every execution. A core is hence a minimal subsys-
tem in which Consensus is solved. Consider a synchronous
system with crash failures sys = h�; C�; S�i, and a sub-
system sys’ = h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i of sys such that �0 = cmin,

cmin 2 C� and (8c0 2 C�; jcminj � jc0j). By definition, sys’
is minimal. From Theorem 4.2(ii), if j�j = j� 0j, then there
is some execution with f � j�j � 1 process failures such
that a correct process does not decide earlier than round
min(�; f + 1). On the other hand, if sys is not minimal,
then there is some execution with f � j�0j�1 process fail-
ures such that a correct process does not decide earlier than
round f + 1 by Theorem 4.2(i).

We now describe an algorithm for a synchronous system
h�; C�; S�i, assuming that Property 5.1 holds for this sys-
tem. A pseudocode and a detailed proof of correctness is
provided in [8].

Our algorithm SyncCrash is based on the early-deciding
algorithms discussed by Charron-Bost and Schiper [3] and
by Lamport and Fischer [12]. Algorithms that take the ac-
tual number of failures into account are important because
they reduce the latency on the common case in which just
a few process failures occur. An important observation
made by Charron-Bost and Schiper [3] is that there is a
fundamental difference between early-deciding and early-
stopping algorithms for Consensus. In an early-deciding
algorithm, a process may be ready to decide, but may not be
ready to halt, whereas an early-stopping algorithm is con-
cerned about the round in which a process is ready to halt.
A consequence of this difference, which was already noted
in Section 4, is that the lower bounds for deciding and for
stopping are not the same.

In an execution of SyncCrash, every process p i begins
with a proposed value vi and an array to store the proposed
values of the processes of a chosen core c. If p i is in c, then

its array initially contains only vi, otherwise it is initially
empty. A process pi learns proposed values through mes-
sages from processes in c: in a round, every process in c
broadcasts its array of proposed values to all processes in
�. Processes in �� c, on the other hand, only receive mes-
sages. If a process pi 2 � receives a message containing
a value vj proposed by process pj and pi has no proposed
value for pj , then pi updates position j of its array with vj .
Processes in c from which a message is received at round
r, but from which no message is received at round r + 1,
are known to have crashed before sending all the messages
of round r + 1. This observation is used to detect a round
in which no process in c crashes. Process pi 2 � keeps
track of the processes in c that have crashed in a round, and
as soon as pi detects a round with no crashes, pi can de-
cide. An important observation is that when such a round r
with no crashes happens (by assumption it eventually hap-
pens), all alive processes are guaranteed to have the same
array of proposed values. Once a process p i in c decides, it
broadcasts a message announcing its decision value d i. All
undecided processes receiving this message decide on d i.

If c = �, then in every execution of SyncCrash with f
process crashes, every correct process decides in at most
min(jcj � 1; f + 1) rounds. Otherwise, every correct pro-
cess decides in at most f+1 rounds. Thus, the lower bound
on the number of rounds discussed in Section 4 is tight for
crash failures. Because processes in c broadcast at most one
message in every round to all the processes in j�j, the mes-
sage complexity for an execution with f process crashes is
O(f � jcj � j�j). This is, in general, better than the algo-
rithms in [3, 12], designed with the t of n failure assump-
tion, which have message complexity O(f � j�j2).

The idea of using a subset of processes to reach agree-
ment on behalf of the whole set of processes is not new.
The Consensus Service proposed by Guerraoui and Schiper
utilizes this concept [6]. Their failure model, however, as-
sumes t of n failures, and consequently the subset used to
reach agreement is not chosen based on information about
correlated failures.

By characterizing correlated process failures with cores
and survivor sets, we improve performance both in terms of
message and time complexity. For example, consider again
the six process system described in Example 2.2. By as-
suming t of n failures, t must be as large as the maximum
number of failures among all valid executions, which is five.
Thus, it is necessary to have at least five rounds to solve
Consensus in the worst case. By executing SyncCrash with
a minimum-sized core as c, only three rounds are necessary
in the worst case. In addition, no messages are broadcast
by the processes in � � c. This differs in most algorithms
designed under the t of n assumption [3, 4, 12], although
the same idea can be applied by having only a specific sub-
set of t + 1 processes broadcasting messages. In this latter
case, however, the subset is not necessarily minimal.



6 Consensus for Arbitrary Failures

Given a system configuration h�; C�; S�i, consider the
following properties:

Property 6.1 (Byzantine Partition) For every partition
(A;B;C) of �, at least one of A, B, and C contain a core.
26:1

Property 6.2 (Byzantine Intersection) 8si; sj 2 S�, 9ck
2 C�, ck � (si \ sj). 26:2

The following theorem states that these two properties are
equivalent.

Theorem 6.3 Byzantine Partition � Byzantine Intersec-
tion. 26:3

Proof sketch:

� Byzantine Partition ) Byzantine Intersection.

We prove the contrapositive. Assume that there are two
survivor sets si; sj 2 S� such that (si\sj) does not contain
a core. Consider the following partitioning: A = � � s i,
B = (si \ sj), and C = (si�B). Subset A cannot contain
a core because it has no element from si. By assumption,
B does not contain a core. Because C contains no elements
from sj , we have thatC does not contain a core. Thus, none
of A, B, or C contain a core.

� Byzantine Intersection) Byzantine Partition.

To prove this relation, we make use of two observations.
First, if Byzantine Intersection holds, then every survivor
set s contains at least one core. Otherwise the intersection
between s and some other survivor set s 0 2 S�, s 6= s0,
cannot contain a core. Second, if a subset A of processes
contains at least one element from every survivor set, then
A contains a core: by definition, in every execution there is
at least one survivor set that contains only correct processes.
If A contains at least one element from every survivor set,
then in every execution there is at least one correct process
in A.

We now assume that Byzantine Intersection holds and
there is a partition (A;B;C) such that none of A, B, and
C contain a core. If none of these subsets contains a core,
then none of them contains neither a survivor set nor one
element from each survivor set s 0 2 S�. Thus, there has
to be two distinct survivor sets s1 and s2 such that there
are no elements of s1 in C and no elements of s2 in B. If
there are no such s1 or s2, then one of two possibilities has
to take place, both in which at least one subset contains a
core: 1) s1 = s2. In this case, A contains s1; 2) (8s 2
S�; (s \B) 6= ;) _ (8s 2 S�; (s \ C) 6= ;).

Assuming therefore that there are such survivor sets s1
and s2, we have that (s1 \ s2) � A. By assumption, A
does not contain a core, and consequently s1 \ s2 does not

contain a core. This contradicts, however, our assumption
that Byzantine Intersection holds. 26:3

The utility for having two equivalent properties becomes
clear below. We use Byzantine Partition to show that this
replication requirement is necessary to solve Consensus in
a synchronous arbitrary failure system. Byzantine intersec-
tion is assumed by our algorithm SyncByz.

Byzantine Intersection along with the definition of S�

is equivalent to the replication requirement for blocking
writes in Byzantine quorum systems identified by Martin
et al. They show that this requirement is sufficient for such
an algorithm [16]. Both our requirement and the one identi-
fied by Martin et al. are strictly weaker than the replication
requirement for masking quorum systems [14]. A masking
quorum system requires that in every execution at least one
quorum contains only correct processes (that is, it contains
a survivor set). In addition, for every quorums Q 1, Q2 in a
given masking quorum system and every pair of failure sce-
narios, there is at least one process in Q1 \ Q2 that is not
faulty in both scenarios. In a system satisfying Byzantine
Intersection/Byzantine Partition, neither the set of cores nor
the set of survivor sets necessarily satisfy the properties that
define a masking quorum system. Example 6.4 illustrates
such a system.

6.1 Process Replication

Byzantine Partition is necessary to solve Strong Consen-
sus in a synchronous system with arbitrary process failures.
The informal proof we provide here is based upon the one
by Lamport for the t of n assumption [13, 17]. We show
that, for any algorithm A, if there is a partition of the pro-
cesses into three non-empty subsets such that none of them
contain a core, then there is at least one run in which agree-
ment is violated. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where we
assume the converse and consider three executions �, �,
and .

A:v’, B:v’

B:v’
, C

:v

A:v’
, C

:v’

A:v’, B:v’

A:v, C:v
B C

A
B:v’, C:v’

Execution  

B:v’, C:v
A:v, B:vA:v,

 C
:v

A:v’, B:v’

A:v, C:v
B C

A

B:v,
 C

:v

Execution  α β

B:v’, C:v
A:v, B:v

B:v’
, C

:v

A:v’
, C

:v’

A:v’, B:v’

A:v, C:v
B C

A

Execution  γ

Figure 1. Executions illustrating the violation
of Consensus. The processes in shaded sub-
sets are all faulty in the given execution.

In execution �, the initial value of every process is the
same, say v. All the processes in subset B are faulty, and
they all lie to the processes in subset C about their initial
values and the values received from processes in A. By
Strong Validity, running algorithm A in such an execution



results in all the processes in subset C deciding v. Exe-
cution � is analogous to execution �, but instead of every
process beginning with a initial value v, they all have ini-
tial value v0 6= v. Again, by Strong Validity, all processes
in B decide v0. In execution , the processes in subset C
have initial value v, whereas processes in subsetB have ini-
tial value v0. The processes in subset A are all faulty and
behave for processes in C as they do in execution �. For
processes in C, however, processes in B behave as they do
in execution �. Because processes in C cannot distinguish
executions � from , processes in C must decide v. At the
same time, processes in B cannot distinguish executions �
from , and therefore they must decide v 0. Consequently,
there are correct processes which decide differently in exe-
cution , violating the Agreement property.

6.2 Number of Rounds

In a synchronous system with crash failures it suffices
to have a single core to solve Consensus. In general, this
is not the case for synchronous systems with arbitrary pro-
cess failures. The only particular case in which Consensus
can be solved with a single core is the case that the sys-
tem has a single reliable process pi that does not fail in
any execution. For such a system, hfpig; ffpigg; ffpiggi
is a minimal subsystem under Byzantine Partition. In every
other case, a system has to contain multiple cores. Although
fault-tolerant systems may rely upon a single reliable pro-
cess, this is a special case.

Assuming a minimal subsystem h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i under

Byzantine Partition with multiple cores, every survivor set
for such a subsystem contains at least 2 processes. Other-
wise, there is a core containing a single process, and it re-
duces to the particular case described above. By Theorem
4.2(i), the minimum number of rounds required in the worst
case is �+1, where � is defined as j�0j�minfjsj : s 2 S0

�
g.

In contrast, all survivor sets of a minimal subsystem contain
a single process, assuming crash failures.

To illustrate the difference on the total number of rounds
in the worst case between the crash and the arbitrary mod-
els, consider the following example:

Example 6.4 :

� � = fpa; pb; pc; pd; peg

� C� = ffpa; pb; pcg; fpa; pdg; fpa; peg; fpb; pdg;
fpb; peg; fpc; pdg; fpc; peg; fpd; pegg

� S� = ffpa; pb; pc; pdg; fpa; pb; pc; peg; fpa; pd; peg;
fpb; pd; peg; fpc; pd; pegg

26:4

For crash failures, a minimal subsystem h�0; C 0

�
; S0

�
i is

such that j�j0 = 2, jC 0

�
j = 1, and a minimum-sized sur-

vivor set contains a single process. By Theorem 4.2(i), the
lower bound on the number of rounds is two in the worst

case (� = 1 and j�j � � > 1). For arbitrary failures,
h�; C�; S�i is already a minimal subsystem: if any process
or core is removed, then the remaining subsystem does not
satisfy Byzantine Partition. By Theorem 4.2(i), the lower
bound on the number of rounds is three in the worst case
(� = 2 and j�j�� > 1). Thus, for the same system config-
uration, fewer rounds are required assuming crash failures.

6.3 Solving Strong Consensus

We describe an algorithm that solves Strong Consensus
in a system sys= h�; C�; S�i that satisfies Byzantine In-
tersection. This algorithm, called SyncByz, is based on the
one described by Lamport to demonstrate that it is sufficient
to have 3t+ 1 processes (t is the maximum tolerated num-
ber of faulty processes) to have interactive consistency in a
setting with arbitrarily faulty processes [13].

In our algorithm, all the processes execute the same se-
quential code. Every process creates a tree in which each
node is labeled with a string w of distinct process identi-
fiers and in which it stores a value. The value stored in a
node labeled w corresponds to the value forwarded by the
sequence of processes named in w. At round r + 1, ev-
ery correct process pj sends a message containing the la-
bels and values of the nodes stored at depth r of the tree
to all the other processes. Every correct process p i that re-
ceives such a message stores the values contained in it in
the following manner: if there is a node labeled wj, with
w 2 Pid�; jwjj = r+1, then store at this node the value in
the message sent by pj corresponding to w.

A simple example will help to clarify the use of the tree.
Suppose that a correct process pi receives at round three a
message from process pj that contains the string lk and the
value v associated to this string. Process pi stores the value
v at the node labeled lkj and forward at round four a mes-
sage containing the pair hlkj; vi to all the other processes.

The leaves in this tree are survivor sets. More specif-
ically, if we use Node(w) to denote the node of the tree
labeled with the string w and Processes(w) the set of pro-
cesses named in w, then Node(w) is a leaf if and only if
��Processes(w) does not contain a survivor set. Conse-
quently, if Node(wi) is a leaf and we denote with Child(w)
the set of processes fpijNode(wi) is a child of Node(w)g,
then Child(w) is a survivor set2. For every non-leaf
Node(w), we have that � � Processes(w) has to contain
a survivor set. A consequence of this definition is that the
depth of the tree is j�j �minfjsij : si 2 S�g+ 1. Figure
2 gives an example of a tree for the system configuration
in Example 6.4.

The first stage of the algorithm builds and initializes
the tree. The second stage runs several rounds of mes-
sage exchange. In the first round, each process broadcasts

2Observe that the tree structure is the same for all correct processes,
and hence none of Processes(�), Node(�), or Child(�) need to be associated
with any particular process.
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Figure 2. An example of a tree built by each process in the first stage of the algorithm.

its initial value, and in subsequent rounds, each process
broadcasts the values it learned in the previous round. As
processes receive the messages containing values learned
in previous rounds, each node populates the nodes of its
tree with these values. Because the depth of the tree is
(j�j � minfjsij : si 2 S�g + 1), this is exactly the to-
tal number of rounds required for message exchanging. Fi-
nally, in the last round, each process traverses the tree vis-
iting the nodes in postorder to decide upon a value. When
visiting a leaf, the algorithm does not change the value this
node stores. On the other hand, when an internal node of
process pi with label w is visited, we use a replacement
strategy to determine its value. Suppose there are two sur-
vivor sets s1 and s2 such that (s1 \ s2) � Child(w) and for
every process pj 2 (s1 \ s2), we have that Value(wj) = v,
for some v 2 (V [ f?g). In this case, we replace the value
of Node(w) with v. Otherwise we replace with the default
value (?). In the original algorithm, the replacement strat-
egy is based on the majority [1].

Instead of providing a formal proof of correctness for
SyncByz, we illustrate the decision process for the system
described in Example 6.4. For a proof of correctness and a
pseudocode, we point the interested reader to [8].

After j�j�jsminj+1 = 5�3+1 = 3 rounds of message
exchange, every correct process has populated its tree with
values received from other processes. The values stored at
non-leaf nodes are not important, because they are replaced
according to the strategy defined for the algorithm during
the traversal of the tree. We illustrate this procedure for the
subtrees rooted at both Node(a) and Node(b). This is shown
in Figures 3 and 4. White nodes are the ones that have the
same value across all the correct processes, whereas shaded
nodes are the ones that have possibly different values across
correct processes. A node is shaded if the last node in the
string that labels the node is a faulty process. Note that
if two nodes Node(w) and Node(w 0) are white, it does not
mean that they contain necessarily the same value. It only
means that every correct process has value v at node w and
v0 at node w0.

Consider the particular scenario in which processes pa
and pc are faulty and pb, pd, and pe are all correct. First,
we discuss the subtree rooted at Node(a). At Time 1, only
the nodes at the last level have been visited. From the al-
gorithm, when a leaf is visited, its value does not change.

Thus, the state of the tree at Time 1 is the same state as right
before starting the traversal of the tree. Time 2 corresponds
to the state of the tree exactly after all the nodes at Level
2 are visited. Because processes pb, pd, and pe are correct,
Node(abd) and Node(abe) contain the same value across all
correct processes. By the replacement strategy of the algo-
rithm, the new value of node ab is the value of nodes abd
and abe, because fpd; peg � fpa; pd; peg\fpb; pd; peg and
Node(abd) contains the same value as node abe. Similarly,
the new value of node ac is the one of acb, acd, and ace.
The values of Node(ad) and Node(ae) across correct pro-
cesses have to be the same, because pd and pe are correct.
At Time 3, the value of Node(a) become the same for all
correct processes. Since the value of Node(ab), Node(ac),
Node(ad), and Node(ae) are the same across all correct pro-
cesses, the new value of node a has to be the same.

ad ae
ab

a

ac

abc  abd   abe     acb  acd   ace

Time 2

ad ae
ab

a

ac

abc  abd   abe     acb  acd   ace

Time 3

ad ae
ab

a

ac

Time 1

abc  abd   abe     acb  acd   ace

Figure 3. An example of traversing the sub-
tree rooted at Node(a). Time i corresponds to
the state of the tree exactly after all the nodes
of Level 4� i are visited.

For the subtree rooted at Node(b), the value of Node(ba)
may still not be the same across all correct processes at
Time 2. Both fpd; peg and fpc; pdg are cores and are sub-
sets of processes contained in some intersection of two sur-
vivor sets. Thus, if the value of Node(bac) is the same of
Node(bad) in a correct process pi, but different in another
correct process pj , then pi and pj may replace the value of
Node(ba) with different values, depending on Node(bae).
Note that one value must be the default ? and the other
some v 2 V . Similarly for Node(bc) at Time 2. The values



of Nodes(bd) and Nodes(be), however, have to be the same
across all correct processes. In Time 3, fpd; peg is the only
core in Child(b) to contain the same value in their respec-
tive nodes at Level 1, unless ba and bc have the same value
as Node(bd) and Node(be). Furthermore, this core is in the
intersection of fpb; pd; peg and fpa; pd; peg. Consequently,
the new value of Node(b) has to be the same for every cor-
rect process at Time 3, by the value replacement strategy.

bd be
ba

b

bc

bac  bad   bae     bca  bcd   bde

Time 2

bd be
ba

b

bc

bac  bad   bae     bca  bcd   bde

Time 3

bd be
ba

b

bc

bac  bad   bae     bca  bcd   bde

Time 1

Figure 4. An example of traversing the sub-
tree rooted at Node(b). Time i corresponds to
the state of the tree exactly after all the nodes
of Level 4� i are visited.

By doing the same analysis for the subtrees rooted at
nodes c, d, and e, we observe that every node at Level 1
of the tree rooted at ; has the same value across all correct
processes. Therefore, the decision value, which is the value
at node ; after visiting it, has to be the same for every cor-
rect process. One important observation is that the value at
Node(i) across all correct processes is the initial value of
process pi, if pi is correct. In the case that every process
has the same initial value v, then the decision value has to
be v.

To illustrate the benefits of using our abstraction, con-
sider once more the five process system of Example 6.4. If
the t of n failure assumption is used, then Strong Consen-
sus is not solvable: the smallest survivor set contains three
processes and so the maximum number of failures in any
execution is two. With the t of n assumption, the repli-
cation requirement is j�j � 3t + 1, and for t = 2, it is
necessary to have at least seven processes. With our model,
however, algorithm SyncByz solves Strong Consensus.

7 Practical Considerations

Two important issues concerning the use of cores and
survivor sets are (1) how to extract information about these
subsets and (2) how to represent these subsets.

To extract core information (such as finding a smallest
core) using failure probabilities is an NP-hard problem in

the general case [10]. This result need not be discouraging,
however. First, this is a problem that is already addressed
for many safety critical systems, and techniques have been
developed to extract such information [18]. Furthermore,
for many real systems, there are simple heuristics for find-
ing cores that depend on how failure correlations are identi-
fied. Suppose a system in which processes are tagged with
colors. In this model, all processes have identical probabil-
ities of failing, but those with the same color have highly-
correlated failure probabilities while processes with differ-
ent colors fail independently. A core in such a system is
composed of processes with different colors, and the size
of a core depends on the probability of having colors fail-
ing. To find cores in such a model, one has to interactively
add processes with different colors to a subset and verify
whether this subset is a core. The verification procedure
consists in multiplying the probability of failure for every
color that has a representative in the subset. This clearly
can be accomplished in polynomial time. For real systems,
a color would represent some intrinsic characteristic. For
example, all components in a certain part of an airplane are
likely to fail if there is a structural damage on that particular
part. Computers in the same room are subject to correlated
crash failures in the case of a power outage.

One can go further in extracting cores based on charac-
teristics of the system and propose the utilization of several
attributes, instead of one as in the color model. It turns out
that in the general case, this problem is also NP-hard. Some
simplifying assumptions such as finding orthogonal cores
(cores in which processes do not share attributes) make the
problem tractable. Finally, fault tree analysis is an option in
the design of reliable systems.

Representing cores or survivor sets is relevant for arbi-
trary failures. As discussed in Section 5, to solve Consen-
sus assuming crash failures, it suffices a single core. Space
complexity is hence O(n) in this case. For arbitrary fail-
ures, however, multiple survivor sets are necessary in gen-
eral. An important observation is that the number of pro-
cesses in fault-tolerant systems is usually not large. Thus,
for a small number of processes, the number of survivor sets
is perhaps suitable for an implementation, even if it is ex-
ponential on the number of processes. Alternatively, there
are cases in which it is not necessary to store information
about all survivor sets, because it is possible to determine
algorithmically whether a subset of processes is a survivor
set. Considering the color model once more, a subset s of
processes is a survivor set if �� s does not contain a core.
Whether � � s contains a core or not is verifiable in poly-
nomial time, as discussed previously.

8 Conclusions

Cores and survivor sets are abstractions that enable the
design of distributed algorithms for dependent process fail-
ures. In this paper, we have used such abstractions to derive



process replication requirements for the Consensus prob-
lem in the synchronous model. Although we have consid-
ered only Consensus, we conjecture that these are also re-
quirements for a broader set of problems in fault-tolerant
distributed computing. One of our current goals is to show
this conjecture.

Regarding the practical application of these abstractions,
we have been working with real scenarios that require the
utilization of dependent failure models. In particular, we
have been targeting Internet catastrophes (e.g. Internet
worms, viruses, etc). For these scenarios, the t of n as-
sumption is not adequate, because the number of hosts that
may fail dependently is potentially very large. This is there-
fore an example in which models for dependent failures are
clearly necessary. We expect to use our experience in these
settings to confirm that our model is useful for the design
of distributed systems.
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